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Overview of the Afternoon 
�  Teaching with the big ideas in mind 

�  Teaching and learning through inquiry 
�  Frameworks 

�  Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
�  Using picture books, materials 

�  Considering the connections between core and 
curricular competencies 
�  mathematical routines 
�  inclusive practices 



Our intentions…  

� We want our students to be thinkers & wonderers 

� We want our students to be fluent and flexible 
when working with numbers 

� We want our students to engage in math, develop 
confidence & positive attitudes towards math 

� We believe that our students are capable and 
competent – all children can learn mathematics 

JOY 
 





K-9 Curricular Competency 

� Connect mathematical 
concepts to each other and 
to other areas and personal 
interests 

 



Making Connections 

� math to self  

� math to world 

� math to math 



�  Big ideas elaborations screenshot - handout 



Nurturing a Stance of 
Mathematical Inquiry 

� Valuing, encouraging and 
creating openings for 
curiosity, a sense of  wonder, 
risk-taking, question asking, 
problem-posing 
� Notice and Wonder 
� Alike and Different 
 



K-9 Curricular Competency 

� Develop, demonstrate, and 
apply mathematical 
understanding through play, 
inquiry, and problem solving 

 



Spectrum of Inquiry 



Inquiry Cycle 

Starting 
Point or 

Provocation 

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems 

Investigating  

Sharing, 
Consolidating 

and 
Reflecting 



Playful Inquiry 
� playing with materials 

� playing with language 

� playing with ideas 



















� the students’ wonders and interests 

� the big ideas and curricular content 
& competencies 

� making math to math, math to self  
or math to world connections 

� a starting point 

Where do provocations come from? 



What can be a provocation? 
� materials or tools 

� a question, a story, a puzzle or 
problem 

� informational text or graph 

� local or global news 

� an issue important to the students – 
school-based, social justice, 
environmental 



� as part of  a soft start/explore 
time first thing in the morning 

� as a focus at a math table/
area  

How teachers are using 
provocations 





� during guided math or math 
workshop  

How teachers are using 
provocations 







Can you make a pattern with 
the same colour or object? 

Patterning Inquiry – What is a pattern? 
What do your students wonder about patterns?  

Use their questions to guide the study of  patterns. 



Content Knowledge for Teachers 
John Van de Walle 
 
Marian Small 
 
Kathy Richardson 
 
Catherine Fosnot 



Mathematics Materials 
�  Mathematically structured materials 

�  Open, authentic materials; loose parts 

�  Tools  





Assessment 
� Classroom assessment: 
� ongoing, embedded, responsive 
� descriptive feedback 
� reflection, self-assessment, metacognition 
 

It does not have to be written  
down to count.  

Everything counts.  



Inclusive Practices and 
Structures in Mathematics 

� Consider: 
� beginning with a big idea to frame 

student learning and provide a starting 
point for all 

� choice 
� materials 
� questions/tasks (number range, 

quantity, problem posing) 
� with who and where students will work 

� use of  technology 



Big Ideas 
� Use of  questions to support student 

inquiry towards understanding of  big ideas 

 



Choice 



Technology 
�  there are many ways to represent and show what you know 

�  screencasting apps – narration, diagrams, labels, photos 

 



�  regular practice that 
has multiple entry 
points, open-ended 
and personalized 

�  helps to build a 
mathematical 
community in the 
classroom 

�  collaborative 

�  encourages 
mathematical 
discourse  

�  responsive 

�  focus on a pedagogy of  
noticing and listening 

�  focus on number sense 

�  many can be used 
across mathematical 
curricular content 
strands  

�  focus on curricular 
competencies 

why mathematical routines? 



What are Number Talks? 
�  5-15 minute classroom routine  

�  focused on thinking, learning and communication 

�  developing mental math strategies and 
computational fluency that builds from 
understanding number relationships 

�  teacher as facilitator 

�  classroom discussion and                        
justification of  strategies 

�  intentionally chosen number                           
strings, problem sequences 

 



Recommended Resources: 
� Number Talks 
�  (Fractions Talks released Fall 2016) 

 

 

� Making Number                         
Talks Matter 

 



Focus on the  
Curricular Competencies 

� Use reasoning and logic to explore, analyze, 
and apply mathematical ideas 

�  Demonstrate and apply mental math strategies 

� Use mathematical vocabulary and language to 
contribute to mathematical discussions 

�  Explain and justify mathematical ideas and 
decisions 

�  Communicate mathematical thinking in many 
ways 



WODB: Which One Doesn’t Belong? 

�  http://wodb.ca 

�  Can be used across                                   
mathematical curricular topics 

�  Often begin with  
� What do you notice? 
� How are they alike/same? 
� How are they different? 

 



What teachers are saying… 
�  “Every child has an entry point. There is often one 

choice that is different in colour or is visually 
different.” 

�  “The mathematics they uncover always surprises 
me.” 

�  “The students really love working together as a pair 
to share their thinking.” 

�  “It is such a great routine to focus on 
communication and using specific mathematical 
vocabulary.” 



Just published… 
�  Order through Stenhouse Publishing, Pembroke 

Publishers (Canada) or Talking About Math with 
Your Kids  
�  (https://talkingmathwithkids.squarespace.com) 
 



Focus on the  
Curricular Competencies 

�  Develop, demonstrate, and apply mathematical 
understanding through play, inquiry, and problem 
solving 

�  Use mathematical vocabulary and language to 
contribute to mathematical discussions 

�  Explain and justify mathematical ideas and decisions 

�  Communicate mathematical thinking in many ways 

�  Connect mathematical concepts to each other and 
to other areas and personal interests 



Assessing  
Curricular Competencies 

�  notice, name and nurture 

�  connect to curricular content 

�  self-assessment 
� providing evidence  

� where you are ----- where you need to be 
� what are you going to do to get there? 

Assessment Frameworks 
Scales (4 point, performance-scale, continuum) 
Nested (progressive and additive) 





Portal – Learn 38 





thank you… 

� Contact me through Outlook email if  
you have any questions 

� Portal – Learn 38 - Mathematics 

� On Twitter @jnovakowski38  

� SD38 math and science blog  

http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/ 


